T– Bird Tales
San Antonio, Texas

President’s Message

July 2021

Hello,
Here we are in July; it’s hot; the rain may return if we keep our fingers-crossed, but does anyone really know? Anyway,
moving on...
We had a great event this past month at the Vault where we received a welcoming presentation by Brian and Justin and saw
some very nice-stored-maintained automobiles. If you were unable to attend, you missed out for sure. See some selected
pictures and photos of the event and of our Thunderbirds parked in front of our lunch location.
While I mentioned it is July and it is hot, our Christmas party planning activity is underway, and you can read all about our
plans in the minutes we sent out this past week.
Ray Clark has planned our next event for our get-together at the Pig Stand on July 24th. Please be watching for more
information about it in a future email.
We do not have anything solidly planned yet for our August Club event so if you have ideas about what you would like to do
just send me an email. Several ideas have been put forth like a poker run
cruise followed by lunch, or just a lunch-picnic-outing. Remember, it is
Index
your club too so if there is something you believe everyone would hollerPresident Message
page 1
out.
Finally, Independence Day is just around the corner. While it’s a day of
parades, picnics, fireworks, family get-togethers and the second major
holiday of the Summer, let us not forget why we celebrate this day. Lest I
need to remind you, it is a significant commemoration of our hard fought
independence from foreign rule over 245 years ago. Recently, I refreshed
myself about some of my patriot ancestors and the role(s) they played
literally fighting along-side George Washington at Valley Forge and
other battlegrounds during the American Revolution. They endured many
hardships to win our free, united, and independent existence ultimately
providing the foundation upon which this great country was built and the
principles of freedom we enjoy today. So, let us not forget our patriots.
Fly your flag on the 4th or, better yet, fly it every single day.

Brian
President,
South Texas Thunderbird Club
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July 2021
7-Roxi R
8-Peggy F
13-Dennis M
13-Sam M
15-Becky N

Important Dates
4-Independence Day 245 yrs.
4-Schertz Parade Elbel Rd.
25-Parent’s Day
24–STTC Meeting at the Pig
Stand

7–Al & Barb Mc D

Jerry and Barbara
Cowan
San Antonio

Interesting Facts

Awards/Car Shows
Operation Comfort in Helotes
On May 31, 2021
Stan A Second Place, with his Red 2005 and
Brian C Best in Class with his Maroon 1968

Only two people signed the Declaration of
Independence on July 4, John Hancock
and Charles Thomson. The rest signed on
August 2nd, but the last signature
was not added until 5 years later.

Congratulations!

If we miss your birthday, anniversary, or any other information please let the editor know.
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Hear Ye, Hear Ye! Gather One and All!
Saturday, July 24, 2021 STTC Meeting
In July, we will be visiting one of the most famous
restaurants in the country, The Pig Stand ~ The ONLY
original one left is in San Antonio, and it has appeared in
the movie "EvenHand"! The weekly TV show, Texas
Country Reporter re-visited Mary Ann Hill, on June 19/20
of this year, who now operates this original Pig Stand.
The San Antonio’s Pig Stand is operated by Mary Ann Hill
located at 1508 Broadway, San Antonio, TX 78215.
Phone number is 210-222-9923 The Pig Stand website is down for maintenance,
but their FB page is up and running...

In the past, STTC used to go there for club meetings, and we will do it again on
July 24th for the first time in years! Some of you have talked with fond memories of
going there in the past. So, weather permitting, plan on driving and displaying your
Thunderbird. Have been told her pies are to die for! We will gather together at our
usual time at 11:00 am for some great food and some old time atmosphere. We
have reserved their private room. See you there and let us keep the fun rolling!

Saturday, August 28, 2021 STTC Meeting
Information On This Adventure Coming Soon! !

Saturday, September 28, 2021 STTC Meeting
Back to 54th Street Bar and Grill at 22402 US-281 San Antonio
78258, near Stone Oak and 281 North/ TPC Parkway to show off our
Thunderbirds once again and enjoy their outdoor patio. Plus, hold a
meeting to discuss a possible cruise to Brenham, Round Top and
Schulenberg (Painted Churches) in November, with other Texas
Thunderbird Clubs, and the rest of our yearly activity schedule. Will meet at 10:30
to take pictures in front of the restaurant and enjoy lunch on the patio. Hopefully,
Mother Nature will cooperate this time. Mark your Calendar. See you there! Do
not miss the fun!
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Saturday, June 26, 2021 STTC Meeting
On Saturday, June 26, 2021 our club members visited the Vault
Auto Storage at 9:45 to tour the facility and to hear about the
options/services they provide for their customers. Here is some
important background information on the owner and his facility.
Brian Hutchinson is the owner of The Vault Auto Storage, commonly known as The Vault,
located at 10300 Sentinel Street. San Antonio, 78217, near the San Antonio Airport. Since the
age of 18, he has been around cars, his first part-time business was detailing cars. For 10 years
he worked in the Retail Operation Management but, cars remained his passion. In 2013 he
started running his own automotive business full-time, which included restoring, detailing, and
managing private collections of exotic motorcars.
The VAULT was born out of a private automobile collection needing a more suitable home. As
this facility was being planned, it became apparent that there was a need for high-end, climate
and humidity controlled car storage across South Texas, where many luxury and highperformance vehicles were not being stored or maintained in conditions befitting their
provenance.
The VAULT soon blossomed into a facility offering a full staff and line of concierge services
including:
Short-term parking
Long-term storage
All levels of cleaning from a simple wash to a full concours detail
Valet service to/from the nearby San Antonio International Airport or any location
Battery tender hookup
Vehicle maintenance on-site or at the dealer or shop of owner’s choice
Tire cradles to prevent flat spots over longer term storage
Scheduled drives to keep all fluids circulated and tires rotated
Inspection and registration renewals
Offering all levels of car care, from a basic wash to details. A national award-winning detailer, he
can assure you that your motorcar is in quality hands.

The VAULT is protected by state-of-the-art, 24/7, monitored security and
high-res camera systems, and other passive security measures so wherever
you are in the world, you can be at ease knowing your vehicle is safe.
The tour was highly informative!
Afterward we had Lunch at Walk-On’s Bistreaux & Bar at 1400 Pantheon Way, Hollywood Park
off of US- 281 N, across from Texas Roadhouse. We had a short business meeting at lunch
and just enjoyed socializing with everyone over a delicious meal on the patio at Walk-On’s. The
following members enjoyed the day: Stan A, Gerry, Cheryl B and Monty, Brian & Marilyn C, Ray
C, Walt & Pocahontas C, Gary & Carolyn F, Troy K, Seth & Becky N, Ed P, Danny & Kathy V
plus new member Jerry Cowan.
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Our STTC Meeting on Saturday June 26, 2021

The Vault built this mini
Ferrari and will auction it
off this September at
the Children’s Cancer
Center Fundraiser

Photo Gallery

Left to right : Jack & Lind’s ‘88 , Brian & Marilyn’s ‘68, Ed’s ‘55, Gary & Carolyn’s ‘57, Seth & Beck’s ‘05, Stan’s ‘05,
Jerry’s ’04, Troy’s ‘04.
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Operation Comfort
May 31, 2021
Helotes , TX
< Brian Carron Best in Class
Stan Andrews Class Award >

Car Show Awards Gallery

VFW in Schertz
June 7, 2021
Jack and Linda Dowda won
Second Place in the Ford
Category
Still waiting for their trophy!

Ed Power’s at the staring line of the Hemmings
Great Race in San Antonio on Saturday June
19, 2021 . Standing with the only Thunderbird
in the Race, a 1955 from California. Wish the
driver the best. Thunder On!
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Ford Thunderbird 1955-2005
Tenth Generation 1989-1997
Part 6
We will continue with our articles on The Tenth Generation Ford Thunderbird, also, known as the Techno Birds. It
was the longest generation run in history from 1989-1997. Several automotive design changes were put into place
throughout these years to keep the Thunderbird attractive to the consumer. Several of the traditional Thunderbird
models would leave and never return. The fate of the Thunderbird “Unique in All the World” was fading. This month
we will focus on the 1995 Thunderbird.

1995
1995 was the Fortieth Anniversary of the Thunderbird. It had been forty years
since the first Thunderbird had captured the hearts of car buyers, and its shining
light was growing dimmer with each passing year. With a second consecutive
NASCAR championship, Ford was hoping to keep the momentum going.
LX Thunderbird
Changes to the 1995 Thunderbird were few because of all the alterations done the
previous year, so there was no reason to make any further changes. Sales in 1994 had been strong and they hoped
the Thunderbird could continue on with its good fortune.
Minor modification to the interior provided additional shoulder room, but the basic
layout was unaltered. The CD player, which was previously mounted in the trunk, was
replaced by an optional on the dash unit that fed one unit at a time. Speed -sensitive
power steering was available as an option when taking delivery of a V6 powered
Thunderbird, but it was part of the standard equipment list on the V8 and the Super
Coupe. An anti-theft alarm system was available as an option for all the Thunderbird’s
to keep the consumer safe.
Super Coupe
The listed sticker price for the LX was $17,225 and the Super Coupe was $22,735. With
Ford hesitancy not to redesign the Thunderbird, this possibly led to the Thunderbirds down
fall. Early sales reports for the 1995 model year tallied nearly 10,000 fewer than the year
before. Another downfall for Ford, was that it no longer dominated the NASCAR circuit
which they had been winning for the last several years. Chevrolets’ Monte Carlo was
proving itself a worthy adversary and pushed the Thunderbird out. These two factors may
have contributed for the fewer sales reported from the previous year. Therefore, only 115,387 were sold.
Was the fate of the Ford Thunderbird coming to an end? That was the question on everyone’s mind.

Information Obtained: Wikipedia, Ten Generation Ford Thunderbirds , T-Birds by Doug Michael p 96-110 Photos off the internet.
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Dates in Automotive History
EXPORING THE HISTORY OF CAR TECHNOLOGY
Car technology has transformed the way we drive. The timeline below shows the evolution
of car technology from the first car ever to be invented to a raft of post-war technology
including safety features and electric systems.
Also, mapping major developments, all the way from the digital revolution that is currently
changing the way we drive to a round-up of some of the most exciting upcoming
developments in car technology.
1886 – The first car is invented
Austrian Karl Benz invented the first true automobile in the 19th century. It was powered
by an internal combustion engine and had three wheels. Any previous attempts to invent
cars used steam power - and did not have much success.
1908 – Ford produced Model T
Ford’s Model T was the world’s first car produced by assembly line. This great leap in
technology made the car much cheaper and therefore more widely affordable. Its 20
horsepower petrol engines could reach speeds of 45mph, which was still slower than the
galloping horses of the day.
1911 – Electric ignition starters
Electric ignition starters were invented to replace manual hand cranks and to start the
engine with a button instead. Hand cranks were considered to be dangerous because the
engine could jump as the car started, occasionally injuring the driver. The first electric
starter was used on a Cadillac in 1912 and they were soon widely adopted.
1921 – Cigarette lighters
Wireless cigarette lighters had a removable component that was heated by electricity. By
1925 they were standard in most American cars. Today cigarette lighters have fallen out of
fashion, but we still have the sockets to plug in electric gadgets, like sat navs.
1930 – Car radio
The first car stereo was created in 1930 in monophonic AM
frequency. For the first time, driving could be set to music,
though it would be another 22 years before the first radio capable
of receiving FM frequency was added to a car, in 1952.
1934 – Coil spring suspension

Many carmakers began looking at ways to make driving more comfortable, and they landed
on coil spring suspension. Each wheel (initially just the front two) was given its own metal
coil spring, which compresses itself to absorb the shock you feel when driving over bumps
in the road. This made for a much smoother, relaxing ride.
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1949 - Car keys
Looking for a better way to get the car running, Chrysler invented a
technology to start both the electric starter and the ignition. It placed
this power inside a key and soon everyone was using one.
1951 – Power steering
Power steering technology uses hydraulic power to amplify the pressure on the wheels as
you turn the steering wheel, saving you so much elbow grease. Power steering first
appeared on a Chrysler Imperial and then in a Cadillac a year later.
1953 – Air conditioning
The Chrysler Imperial was the first production car to have air conditioning as an option. It
came with three settings: low, medium, and high. The following year, the Nash “Integrated”
system offered front end heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, making driving a much
more pleasurable experience in the Summer.
1958 – Cruise control
Cruise control is a system developed to allow the driver to maintain a constant speed
without the use of the accelerator. The system made steady driving easier, especially on
motorways. It was first used in another Chrysler Imperial and by 1960 it was a standard
feature on all Cadillacs too.
1959 – Seatbelts
The modern three-pin seatbelt was invented by Nils Bohlin, Volvo’s first safety engineer.
Volvo decided to give away the patent to other carmakers for free, knowing it would save
lives. It was compulsory for carmakers to fit seatbelts in the UK from 1965, but only
compulsory to wear them in the front seats from 1983. Wearing a seatbelt became
compulsory for all children from 1989 and for back seat passengers from 1991.
1960s – Electric windows
The smooth buzz of rolling down an electric window was originally only available on luxury
models, and it was usually an optional extra on most cars until quite recently. But eventually
winding down your car windows became a thing of the past.
1969 – Intermittent windshield wipers
Until this point, windscreen wipers had only one speed, no matter the weather. Ford
changed this to adjust to the speed.
1970s – Cassette tape stereos
In the 1970s, carmakers began adding stereos that could
play the latest cassette tape technology. Now drivers could
blast out their favorite Led Zeppelin albums from their cars!
https://news.jardinemotors.co.uk/lifestyle/the-history-of-car-technology#:
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1971 – ABS technology
ABS or Anti-Lock Braking System, is a clever technology that stops the wheels locking up
during sharp braking, preventing skidding. It was originally used on trains and Concorde
aircraft, before being adapted for a Chrysler Imperial.
1973 – Catalytic converter
This technology was designed to clean up polluting exhaust fumes by reducing toxic
emissions created by the engine. Catalytic converters became compulsory in petrol cars
from 1993.
1974 – Digital dashboard displays
Move over analogue dials! The first digital dashboard display appeared in an Aston
Matin Lagonda. It included trip computers, speed and temperature readings and fuel
economy measures. However, digital dashboards were not that popular with drivers at the
time, and most cars today still use an analogue speedometer alongside the digital displays.
1984 – CD players
Technology called CDX-1 became the first car CD player, eventually
supplanting cassette tapes, which had become old technology.
1988 – Airbags
Previous iterations of airbags were installed in US government cars
from the 1970s, but in 1988 Chrysler introduced the first production airbag. Originally,
they were just for drivers, but today airbag technology can be placed all around the car to
protect all passengers.
1992 – Electromagnetic parking sensors
Electromagnetic parking sensors alert you to hazards when parking. They were
“re-invented” from previous technology that had not taken off in the 1970s.
1994 – On-board diagnostics
Ford first created computer diagnostics for its factory line in the 1980s. But over time
the built-in 16-pin connector became essential for all carmakers because it also gave garage
mechanics access to key information about the car in for repairs. On-board diagnostics
connections became compulsory in America in 1996 and Europe in 2001.
1996 – Connected cars
General Motors launched connected cars with its OnStar system, which used your mobile
phone to call 911 in an accident. Today the technology links with the phones’ GPS location to
guide the emergency services straight to the car.
2000 – GPS sat nav
There were versions of GPS sat nav systems built-in from the early 90s,
but the US military added interference to the signals as they guarded
the technology closely. In 2000, US President Bill Clinton ordered the
military to stop scrambling GPS signals and opened the technology up to everyone. Sat navs
were quickly developed, though it was several more years before they were more accurate.
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2000 – Hybrid cars
Adding a hybrid motor to a petrol engine was first dreamed up in the 19th century, but the idea was
deemed unworkable. Toyota picked it up again at the turn of the century and invented the Prius,
taking the world by storm. Today every carmaker is working on Hybrid cars.
2001 – Bluetooth
The first hands-free Bluetooth kit appeared in 2001. Later that year, an
even better Bluetooth technology came out that worked with speech recognition. These days
Bluetooth is integrated with the cars’ infotainment system.
2002 – Reversing camera
This technology has prevented many a reversing mishap. Little cameras stream live footage of the
area behind the car as you reverse. The technology was first used outside of America in a Nissan
Primera.

2003 – Automatic parking
Toyota was first to launch this tech with its Intelligent Parking Assist that helped drivers parallel
park. In 2006, Lexus added a self-parking system to the LS model. Automatic parking is now
available on many new cars.
2010s – Driver assist features
Dozens of automatic technology features have been developed to assist the driver. Common
examples include, lane departure warnings, blind spot warnings, cross traffic alerts and headlamp
high beam control.
Carmakers have also begun adding smartphone integration, with many producing apps so you can find
your car via GPS, and remotely lock the car and check its fuel levels.
2014 – Tesla autopilot
Elon Musk was the first to offer autopilot technology on the Model S. It is the first commercially
available driver assistance that can steer the car and even change lanes on the motorway.
2014 – 4G wi-fi hotspots
This new technology can turn your car into a travelling 4G router,
meaning passengers can use it to connect smart devices to the
Internet.
2020 - Self-driving cars

A projected release date of Google’s self-driving car, the Waymo. It completed its first driverless
ride on public roads in 2015 in Austin Texas with a blind man behind the wheel.
Future Technology
Gesture Control Already working on making displays that respond to gesture control.
Biometric access
Sorry 1949, but one day car keys might be a thing of the past! Carmakers are working on technology
to let you unlock and start your car with your fingerprint.
Windscreen displays
Soon all the information you need about a car could be displayed on smart glass in the windscreen.
Information Obtain: https://news.jardinemotors.co.uk/lifestyle/the-history-of-car-technology#:
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Thunderbird Reflections
Some of the ads, and photos which introduced the Ford Thunderbird to their customers for the
1979 Thunderbird.

Thunderbird

Thunderbird Landau

Thunderbird Heritage

Thunderbird Sport Décor

< Features and Options

Have you driven a Ford…...Lately?
Information from internet: lov2xlr.no; 1979 Brochures
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Thunderbird For Sale

2002 Thunderbird
Vintage Thunderbird Club International
(VTCI) Award Winner; VTCI Certified
Concours judged – First Place award
winner at 2014 and 2019 VTCI
International Conventions in New
Orleans and New Jersey respectively.
This Thunderbird is an extra sharp
Torch Red with automatic black
convertible top with a red hardtop on a
hardtop carrier. Seats are black
leather with red leather inserts, 3.9L,
V-8, auto, a/c, all options, PB, PW, PL,
Power Seats, CD player, chrome
factory wheels, all service records, all books/docs to include original window sticker, always
garaged, car cover, cover for hardtop, bug bra, never wrecked, never raced and always
pampered, one owner. If you want the best 2002 Thunderbird around this is it! Asking
$19,000 Call Brian for more information at 210-497-0345.

Dick’s Classic Garage a place to revisit if we could, closed 2018!

1931 Cadillac 452A V-16 Sport Phaeton

1931 Chrysler CG Imperial Dual Cowl Phaeton

Still asking all members to write up a story, about their Thunderbird, with pictures. Tell us how
you acquired your car, why it is so special and what you enjoy doing with your Thunderbird.
First, it will be placed on the website under Featured Club Story and then moved to Club
Members Stories under News when another member’s story is featured. Cannot wait to
read and share everyone's story!
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Parts Wanted
57 Thunderbird
Contact Jim Ernst 512-375-9657
jim.seacoastfm@gmail.com

1. Headlight doors, trim pieces.
2. Vent door for right fender.
3. Dash stainless piece that goes up under the speedo housing.
4. Restorable manual seat with tracks. Need complete seat, no padding ok.
5. Top stainless piece for grill
6. Lights for front bumper, and bumper brackets for front.
7. Stainless around windshield, in and out, prefer no tonneau snaps
8. Good soft top assy - maybe not quite ready yet. I have the mounting bracket for the bottom
that attaches to the floor.
9. Gas filler door
10. Heater controls.
11. Wind wings.
12. Tach.
13. The black piece on the right side that has the blower fan. Heater housing.
14. Any of the vent housings that go under the tops of the inside of the front fenders. Fiber glass
or metal okay. I understand there are 5 pieces.
15. Any of the reproduction chrome parts you might have left over, like the name tags, hash
marks, door handles, in or out.
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Tech Tip
The History of the Car Radio
Seems like cars have always had radios, but they did not. Here is
the true story:
One evening, in 1929, two young men named William Lear and Elmer Wavering drove their girlfriends to a lookout
point high above the Mississippi River town of Quincy, Illinois to watch the sunset.
It was a romantic night to be sure, but one of the women observed that it would be even nicer if they could listen to
music in the car.
Lear and Wavering liked the idea. Both men had tinkered with radios (Lear had served as a radio operator in the
U.S. Navy during World War I) and it was not long before they were taking apart a home radio and trying to get it
to work in a car.
But it was not as easy as it sounds: automobiles have ignition switches, generators, spark plugs, and other
electrical equipment that generate noisy static interference, making it nearly impossible to listen to the radio when
the engine was running.

One by one, Lear and Wavering identified and eliminated each source of electrical interference. When they finally
got their radio to work, they took it to a radio convention in Chicago.
There they met Paul Galvin, owner of Galvin Manufacturing Corporation. He made a product called a “battery
eliminator” a device that allowed battery-powered radios to run on household AC current.
But as more homes were wired for electricity more radio manufacturers made AC-powered radios. Galvin needed a
new product to manufacture. When he met Lear and Wavering at the radio convention, he found it.
He believed that mass-produced, affordable car radios had the potential to become a huge business. Lear and
Wavering set up shop in Galvin’s factory, and when they perfected their first radio, they installed it in
his Studebaker.
Then Galvin went to a local banker to apply for a loan. Thinking it might sweeten the deal, he had his men install a
radio in the banker’s Packard.
Good idea, but it did not work — Half an hour after the installation, the banker’s Packard caught on fire. (They did
not get the loan.)
Galvin did not give up.
He drove his Studebaker nearly 800 miles to Atlantic City to show off the radio at the 1930 Radio Manufacturers
Association convention.
Too broke to afford a booth, he parked the car outside the convention hall and cranked up the radio so that passing
conventioneers could hear it.
That idea worked — He got enough orders to put the radio into production.
WHAT’S IN A NAME?
That first production model was called the 5T71. Galvin decided he needed to come up with something a little
catchier.
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In those days, many companies in the phonograph and radio businesses used the suffix “ola” for their names –
Radiola, Columbiola, and Victrola were three of the biggest. Galvin decided to do the same thing, and since his
radio was intended for use in a motor vehicle, he decided to call it the Motorola
But even with the name change, the radio still had problems:
When Motorola went on sale in 1930, it cost about $110 uninstalled, at a time when you could buy a brand-new
car for $650, and the country was sliding into the Great Depression.
(By that measure, a radio for a new car would cost about $3,000 today.)
In 1930 it took two men several days to put in a car radio –The dashboard had to be taken apart so that the
receiver and a single speaker could be installed, and the ceiling had to be cut open to install the antenna. These
early radios ran on their own batteries, not on the car battery, so holes had to be cut into the floorboard to
accommodate them. The installation manual had eight complete diagrams and 28 pages of instructions.
Selling complicated car radios that cost 20 percent of the price of a brand-new car would not have been easy in
the best of times, let alone during the Great Depression — Galvin lost money in 1930 and struggled for a couple of years after that.
But things picked up in 1933 when Ford began offering Motorola’s pre-installed at the factory. In 1934 they got
another boost when Galvin struck a deal with B.F. Goodrich tire company to sell and install them in its chain of
tire stores. By then the price of the radio, installation included, had dropped to $55. The Motorola car radio was
off and running. (The name of the company would be officially changed from Galvin Manufacturing to “Motorola”
in 1947.)
In the meantime, Galvin continued to develop new uses for car radios. In 1936, the same year that it introduced
push-button tuning, it also introduced the Motorola Police Cruiser, a standard car radio that was factory preset to
a single frequency to pick up police broadcasts.
In 1940 he developed with the first handheld two-way radio — The Handie-Talkie — for the U. S. Army. A lot of
the communications technologies that we take for granted today were born in Motorola labs in the years that
followed World War II.
In 1947 they came out with the first television to sell under $200.
In 1956 the company introduced the world’s first pager.
In 1969 it supplied the radio and television equipment that was used to televise Neil Armstrong’s first steps on the
Moon.
In 1973 it invented the world’s first handheld cellular phone.
Today Motorola is one of the largest cell phone manufacturers in the world–and it all started with the car radio.
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO…
The two men who installed the first radio in Paul Galvin’s car, Elmer Wavering and William Lear, ended up taking
different paths in life.
Wavering stayed with Motorola. In the1950’s he helped change the automobile experience again when he
developed the first automotive alternator, replacing inefficient and unreliable generators. The invention led to
such luxuries as power windows, power seats, and, eventually, air-conditioning.
Lear also continued inventing. He holds more than 150 patents. Remember eight-track tape players? Lear
invented that. But what he is really famous for are his contributions to the field of aviation.
He invented radio direction finders for planes, aided in the invention of the autopilot, designed the first fully
automatic aircraft landing system, and in 1963 introduced his most famous invention of all, the Lear
Jet, the world’s first mass-produced, affordable business jet. (Not bad for a guy who dropped out of school after
the eighth grade.)
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Events, and Car Shows for 2021
July 4, 2021 Schertz Parade meet at 8:30am on FM 3009, next cruise to Elbel Rd, parade starts at 9:30
July 24, 2021 The San Antonio’s Pig Stand operated by Mary Ann Hill located at 1508 Broadway, San
Antonio, TX 78215. We will meet at 11:00 am. Have reserved their private room.
August 3-8th 2021 VTCI International Convention Portland, Oregon, Hosted by Northwest Vintage
Thunderbird Club, Hotel Info: Red Lion Inn on the River-Jantzen Beach, Phone 503-283-4466, ask for the
NW Vintage Thunderbird Club Discounted Rate Std. Rooms are $145.00 per night/Premium Rooms are
$155.00 per night. Free Breakfast included in room rate. Deadline July 9, 2021
August 28, 2021 Possible Cruise
September 25, 2021 54th Street Bar and Grill to display our Thunderbirds at 10:30
October 23 2021 TBA
November 5-7, 2021 Cruise to Brenham, Round Top & Schulenberg W/Clubs from Houston, and Austin
November 20, 2021 Christmas Party will be at Maggiano's Little Italy from 11:00am -2:00 pm. Will be
served a three course Family Style Meal. The cost is 24,00 per person. If you would like to participate in
the Christmas exchange, please bring a new $20,00 gift per person as well. Also, a small auction will be
held so bring your money/checkbook to play.

Saturday Morning Cruise-In

Biff Swapmeet

Tuesday Night Cruise-In

San Antonio Mustang Club
Rolling Hills Mall
6909 N Loop 1604 E
San Antonio, TX
4th Saturday of the Month
8 -11 am CLOSED

Biff Buzby’s Burgers
IH 35 N @ Toepperwein
San Antonio, TX
Sunday Morning from April- Nov.
9am-3pm $10.00 a spot

Ay Chiwawa Mexican Café
Singing Hills Shopping Center
Hwy 46/281 North
2nd Tuesday of the Month
5 -8 pm Starts March 9th

Saturday Night Cruise-In

Saturday Night Cruise-In

Front Porch Bar & Grill
2265 Bulverde RD #102
Bulverde, TX 78163
Reservation Required
Randy 210-559-8687
4th Saturday of each Month 5 -9pm
CLOSED

Coffee & Cars @ The Loft Coffeehouse
6260 HWY 281 N
Spring Branch, TX
PARK IN LOWER LOT
3rd Saturday of each Month
Info 830-228-5638

Please visit www.southtexascc.com to view or obtain Information and Flyers for all Car Shows and additional Cruise-Ins
besides the ones mentioned above. Remember you attend these car shows are for your own interest, even if several members
go together, they are not sanctioned by the STTC/VTCI. In other words, the clubs hold NO RESPONSIBILITY.
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Troy Krause
Echo Canyon Auto Pros
Owner
1434 Mesa Creek
San Antonio, TX 78258
service@echocanyonautopros.com
www.echocanyonautopros.com

210-729-5566 (New number local)

Southwest Chrome Plating

9023 IH –10 East
Converse, Texas
210-658-8087
Email: swchrome@hotmail.com
Affiliated with Pulido Plating, will pick up
and deliver back to this location for your
chrome plating needs. Email is the best way
to get hold of them from the website or
call the Balch Springs location.

2450 Babcock Road # 138
San Antonio , Texas 78229
Phone 210-616-9669
Hours: Monday-Friday: 8:00-6:00
Saturday: 8:00-1:00
Sunday: Closed
info@concoursautosalon.com
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Thunderbird Southwest
4635 E, State Highway 71
La Grange, Texas 78945
Phone 979-249-4200
www.thunderbirdsouthwest.com
Owner Lance E. Herrington
Full-service Thunderbirds 1955-1979 featuring
restoration, mechanical service, consignment
sales and parts.

List of Dealers for Parts
58-66 Bird Nest 800-232-6378 www.tbirdparts.com
55-72 Classic Auto Parts 800-654-3247
www.classicautoparts.com
55-86 Concours Parts 800-722-0009 www.concourspartd.com
58-94 Thunderbird Ranch 715-884-6546 www.tbirdranch.com
55-56 Casco 800-374-0914 www.classictbird.com
55-56 Hill’s Classic Cars 740-949-2217 www.hillsresto.com
Rock Auto www.rockauto.com
Hi-Tech Electronic/Radio Repair Service,( Modern Classic
T-Birds and more) Van Nuys, CA, 818-785-8085
Service@Hitechserv.com or https://hitechserv.com/electronicsrepairs/oem-navigation-dvd-ed-charger-repair/
Rick Monroe "Straightnshinybygolly" Chrome Straightening &
Polishing Phone: (210) 584-5856. Email: mongooserpm@gmail.com
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San Antonio Texas Thunderbird Club (STTC) Inc. has
been in existence for 41 years 1979-2020. STTC is a
family-oriented organization with the goal of enjoying
and preserving our Thunderbirds among friends and
elevating the interest of these beautiful cars within our
September 30, 1979
community. Our annual membership is $20.00 and
prorated throughout the year for new members. These dues entitle members to a
club roster and the club’s monthly newsletter. Most importantly membership
provides the opportunity to contribute and participate in Regional and
International Conventions. Dues are due on January 1st and no later than March
1st. We historically welcome all Thunderbirds from 1955-2005.

STTC Club VTCI Members

Stan & Olga A
Gerry & Cheryl B
Brian & Marilyn C
Walt & Pocahontas C
Ray C

Al & Barb Mac D
Richard G
Dennis & Judie M
Seth & Becky N
Lou & Marilyn P
Dave & Roxi R

John & Judy R
Danny & Kathy V
Laura W
Jack & Nellie W
Steve & Andrea Y

One of our Goals this year is to increase our membership in VTCI.
Continue our Challenge,
Raising the Bar in 2021
Help our list Grow!!
Thunderbirds are Unique!
Members
In STTC
# 33

New members in July 2021 (1) and VTCI (1)

Members
In VTCI
# 16
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VTCI Officers 2020

South Texas Thunderbird
Club Officers for 2021

Committee Directors:
Newsletter Editor:
Marilyn Carron

President:
Brian Carron
210-497-0345

Newsletter Co-Editor:
Brian Carron

Vice President:
Ray Clark
210-875-1411
Secretary:
Andrea Yaudas
210-238-6958
Treasurer:
Danny Varella
210-215-7163

Auto Technical Advisor:
Ray Clark
Website Assistance:
Ray Clark
Historian:
Marilyn Carron
Websites:
www.southtexasthunderbirdclub.com
www.vintagethunderbirdclub.net
laura@designsforeveryoccasion.com

President:
Rod Wake
Vice President:
Ed Elzinga
Executive Secretary:
Jack Wake
Treasurer:
Randy Mattson
Concourse Director:
Paul Prokop
Historian:
Dan Likar
Technical Director:
Alan Tast
Publication Director:
Terri McNeil
Country Store:
Laura Wahrmund
South Central Regional Director:
Brian Carron

Vintage Thunderbird Club International (VTCI)
South Texas Thunderbird Club Inc. is a chapter of the Vintage Thunderbird Club International.
This organization is dedicated to the preservation and enjoyment of all Ford Thunderbirds
1955-2005. If you are not a member of VTCI and would like to join, you can go to VTCI’s
website at www.vintagethunderbirdclub.net and download an application form, include fee
and mail it to VTCI, P.O. Box 75308, Wichita, KS 67275 or fill it out online. You can join through
our web site www.southtexasthunderbirdclub. com if you prefer.
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